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1 Sturdy, solid chairs that are designed to last are 
available in different shapes and sizes to choose 
from. These are buiWlt to endure the occasional 
chaotic nature of the cafeteria!
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C r o t c h

Our CROTCH Chair has a beautiful linear look, 

taking inspiration from classic Scandinavian 

design. The seat shell is made from a durable, rigid 

polypropylene mould, and sits on top of metal legs, 

that are cleverly designed to look like solid wood. The 

end result is a very durable chair, that can stand up to 

heavy daily commercial use, or simply at your home 

around your dining table.
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D I V E

A sleek designer chair with a plastic moulded seat 

and sharp yet strong solid wooden legs, DIVE has 

a modern design that will escalate the overall ap-

pearance of your cafe and blend with other furniture 

pieces. The chair provides a slightly curved back rest 

to follow the natural curve of the back for adequate 

comfort. The chair is also stack able to save space 

when not in use.

C A F F

CAFF chairs are dynamic enough to integrate with 

any decor theme besides which, they add a dash of 

contrasting interplay to the space they are placed in. 

With backrest designs and colours that look cool, 

interesting and are most notably, cosy, CAFF chairs 

blend and brighten the space instantaneously.
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S M I L E

SMILE has a round edge seat and elegant shapes, 

nicely compliment by the highly recognizable spoke 

back. This design is an iconic find of vintage design, 

which gives it a great appeal and will definitely make 

it the eye-catcher in the decor.

W I N G

The contemporary stacked chair is constructed with a 

polypropylene shell and a chrome base and frame. 

To prevent scratching of hard surfaces, the chair 

is equipped with floor glides. Its design includes a 

waterfall seat that is ergonomically designed to 

encourage healthy blood circulation, and a contoured 

back.
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This forest-like chair LEAF provides a modern-day touch with the 

woodsy sense of a little grove of trees in space. Elaborate cut-out 

layout of the chair is ideal around a minimalist table or simply as 

a standalone chair in an cafe space. Stunning Little Plastic Faces 

for any type of exterior and interior. Ideal for an extra seat in the 

workplace or in your home or in any cafe.

L E A F

When mid-century influence meets modern design, you get pieces 

like this RIO cafe chair. The moulded plastic seat is comfortable 

and more style-forward than you ever thought plastic could be. 

Easily stack able so can be kept extras. Mix and match with any 

style of a table to create the perfect look.

R I O
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S P A C I O

This SPACIO chair has a fresh and contemporary 

design, making it easy to create a stylish and chilled 

out cafe space. It features smooth elegant curves and 

softly rounded edges for a modern look. The chair is 

built to be as comfortable as they are stylish, with a 

supportive and stack able frame.

C O P S E

The COPSE chair is making statement for comfort 

with it’s  eggshell curve design, curve adjustment of 

the human body back, comfortable Stable support 

structure design, more powerful support. The 

integrated curve backrest fits ergonomically to fit the 

body curve.
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C A N A R E T

CANARET moulded plastic chairs are both flexible 

and comfortable with an exciting variety of base 

options. Suitable for indoors or out and appropriate 

for the living  room and cafe area, these versatile 

chairs are a great addition to any decor statement.

C A N A R E T 
P L U S
CANARET PLUS is a extended version of canaret model in 

the terms of height. These moulded plastic chairs are both 

flexible and comfortable with an exciting variety of base 

options. Suitable for indoors or out and appropriate for 

the living  room and cafe area, these versatile chairs are 

a great addition to any decor statement.
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This cafeteria fixed chair, AIRY boasts a luxurious leather finish 

and a sturdy chrome base, making it a stylish and durable seating 

option. With its fixed design, it provides stability and support for 

comfortable dining experiences.

A I R Y

The backrest of the VITRA chair has a smooth curve, and its sleek 

chrome finish adds a touch of sophistication while enhancing 

comfort and aesthetic appeal. The chair's highly efficient stacking 

feature ensures easy storage and maintenance, contributing to user 

satisfaction. The slim and straightforward wire frame accentuates 

the chair's modern silhouette, complemented by the natural color 

shell.

V I T R A
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L U C A

With a sturdy wooden seat and back and thick tubu-

lar rear legs to evenly distribute the user’s weight to 

the floor, LUKA is built to last. In addition to design-

ing one of the most recognisable items, LUKA also 

established an aesthetic philosophy with the Standard 

chair.

G L O R Y

The GLORY chair follows the shape of the user’s 

back, giving optimal comfort, and heavy-gauge steel 

bases with a footrest on stools for high chairs. The 

Glory Café Chair features an 8 layer bent plywood 

seat with a designer contoured waterfall edge. Mod-

ern handle for easy movement and storage.
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R E T R O

The Barstool combines a sleek, modern finish with 

a retro twist,Hence the name “RETRO”. Featuring a 

quality oak frame and a curved seat with attractive 

weave design, this barstool will bring character to 

any kitchen bar or dining setting. The perfect choice if 

you are looking for an economical, low maintenance, 

study barstool with a backrest.

L I S B O

The LISBO bar stool has a minimalistic plastic stool 

to a more full-bodied upholstered version. With a 

curved backrest and long, elegant wooden legs, it 

enjoys a simple yet strong visual presence that makes 

it ideal as a bar stool in a public environment, as well 

as for informal meetings and meals. Available in two 

heights and in a range of wood finishes and colours.
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F U S I O N

Exclusively designed with a slightly curved high 

back rest, this FUSION bar stool aims to provide a 

thorough lumbar support to the user and ensures a 

great sitting experience. Its leather weaved seat not 

only looks stylish, but is also highly comfortable to sit 

on for longer hours.

D E N V E R

This beautiful bar stool chair DENVER is sure to be 

the envy of all. The chrome steel base and footrest 

work in harmony with a hydraulic piston for smooth 

adjustments which is a little reminiscent of a carousel 

pony pole, while the supple feeling of leather like 

graces the seat and back for comfort.
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B E N T O N

The BENTON Basic Chair is an ergonomically 

designed chair which provides ample support to the 

back and shoulders. The Chair with Wooden Top - 

Wood seating and Body in steel chromed frame is the 

USP of this chair.
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2 Experience the perfect blend of comfort and style 
with AFC’s cafe table series. Elevate your dining or 
coffee time with these elegant and sturdy tables, 
designed to fit seamlessly into any modern setting. 
Cafe table solutions are designed to promote well-
being and withstand occasional lunch hour madness 
and chaos!
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I N O X

The INOX collection of tables features simple, con-

temporary lines and its expansive product offering 

supports virtually any workplace environment. Inox 

tables are offered in a variety of sizes, shapes and 

heights.

I N O X  P L U S

INOX PLUS tables have the right proportions, flaw-

less surfaces and a solid foundation, featuring a stur-

dy, rectangular base and twin uprights available in 

black, brushed steel and white that offer the ultimate 

in strength and stability. INOX PLUS has a simple yet 

stylish design which can be used as a dining table 

or as a meeting table in any traditional or modern 

breakout space or dining area.
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C R O X
S Q U A R E
The Barstool combines a sleek, modern finish with 

a retro twist,Hence the name “RETRO”. Featuring a 

quality oak frame and a curved seat with attractive 

weave design, this barstool will bring character to 

any kitchen bar or dining setting. The perfect choice if 

you are looking for an economical, low maintenance, 

study barstool with a backrest.

The LISBO bar stool has a minimalistic plastic stool 

to a more full-bodied upholstered version. With a 

curved backrest and long, elegant wooden legs, it 

enjoys a simple yet strong visual presence that makes 

it ideal as a bar stool in a public environment, as well 

as for informal meetings and meals. Available in two 

heights and in a range of wood finishes and colours.

C R O X
R O U N D
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S T A K E
S Q U A R E
The STAKE SQUARE furniture collection is crisp, clean 

and affordable casual cafe table solution. Offering 

an on trend selection of arctic white, high gloss grey 

& wooden top dining tables, combined with vibrant 

chairs in a variety of colours. These rectangular tables 

are perfect for both large and small spaces, since 

their shape is very adaptable.

S T A K E
R O U N D
The STAKE ROUND Range is a great and minimal  

collection to suit the modern day need for bright compact 

furniture. A stunning but simple white round table takes 

centre stage standing proud on its natural slim wooden 

legs.
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C O N V E N E
R O U N D

C O N V E N E
S Q U A R E

This CONVENE ROUND Table is ideal for your office, 

cafe or stay at home workplace, providing a place for 

you to place your items or do your work. It has a styl-

ish disc base flush to the floor to keep it free-standing, 

avoiding trip hazards in your area.

The CONVENE SQUARE table collection features 

simple, contemporary lines and its expansive prod-

uct offering supports virtually any workplace environ-

ment. Convene Square tables are offered in a variety 

of sizes, shapes and heights and built to withstand 

prolonged use.
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With a sleek contemporary Scandi design, our PIRATE cafe Table 

benefits from tapered powder-coated metal legs. This table is 

suitable for heavy contract use and has a stiffening brace on the 

underside for extra rigidity.

P i r a t e

The STEELIO set is a perfect fit for the canteens or industries for a 

complete feasting experience. Enriched with the stainless steel, the 

completely polished surface will give a dashing experience of dining. 

The round chairs are designed exclusively to get accommodated so 

the compact size can be well maintained.

S t e e l i o
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The CLUB Wooden Seating with Table is a contemporary canteen 

dining unit with sleek wooden seats. Its one-piece, the classic 

design lends itself to corporate breakout spaces and school 

dining areas alike. The collection is widely acknowledged for it’s 

finishing, durability and resistant to corrosion.

C l u b

Enjoy a comfortable meal with friends and colleagues on our sturdy 

fixed seating canteen seating collection CLUB PP. The Club PP range 

is a perfect option for a busy, high usage and demanding 24hr 

canteen areas that require extreme robust furniture.

C l u b  P P
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Take a seat and savor the 

moment with our cozy and 

stylish cafe furniture, designed 

to make every sip and bite an 

experience to remember.

‘‘

‘‘
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www.afcindia.in

HO Plot No.33, Ecotech-12, 

West Greater Noida-201310 

0120-6251848, 0120-6251849 

+91 9999006933 

afc@afcindia.in, customercare@afcindia.in


